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MEDIA RELEASE 

 

Wear the Adventure: Panasonic HX-A1 Action Camera 

Ultra-compact, wearable, tough action camera that excels by day and night  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sydney, 27 May 2015 – The Panasonic HX-A1 action camera is wearable, compact and tough – 

ideal for recording dynamic point-of-view video in rugged outdoor situations, including capturing night 

vision in total darkness. 

 

Doug Campbell, Senior Product Manager, Imaging, Panasonic Australia, said: “The HX-A1 is built 

for action. Its cylindrical shape and lightweight 45g form factor means it’s truly wearable.” 

 

“Users can take advantage of a range of Panasonic accessories to mount it on their head, cap, 

backpack strap or sports gear from bikes to kayaks, and shoot exciting Full HD scenes.” 

 

With Night Vision mode, the action doesn’t stop when the sun goes down. Simply attach the HX-A1’s 

infrared lens cover and use an optional IR light source to record after dark - adding an extra 

dimension to activities such as camping and caving trips or nature safaris.  

 

The HX-A1’s sturdy construction keeps water and dust out and protects against impact and cold 

temperatures. Whether you’ll be getting wet while canoeing and rafting, or snowboarding and skiing 

in the freezing cold, the HX-A1 provides excellent durability without the need for additional housing.  

 

Pricing and availability: 

HX-A1 Kit: RRP $299 

Multi Mount（VW-MKA1） 

Tripod Mount (VW-CTA1) 

Mount Adapter for GoPro accessories (GP99)  

Available late June 2015 
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Key Features  

 

Shoot in the dark 

A unique feature of the HX-A1 is its ability to shoot in total darkness using ‘0 Lux night mode’. With 

the IR lens filter and an optional infrared light, it is possible to capture night vision. You can shoot in 

caves with no light from outside or capture nocturnal wildlife.  

  

Quad Proof Tough without an accessory housing 

The HX-A1 is ready for any rugged outdoor activity. 

 Waterproof down to 1.5m (IPX8 compliant) 

 Shockproof up to 1.5m (MIL-STD 810F Method 516.5-Shock compliant) 

 Dustproof (IP6X compliant)  

 Freezeproof down to -10°C 

 

High quality, versatile recording 

The HX-A1 records to a MicroSD card and shoots Full HD 1080p video at 30 frames per second 

(fps). Slow the action down with slow motion 720p video at 60fps or 848 x 480 video at 120 fps. Loop 

recording retains the most recent hour of scenes, so there is no need to worry about running out of 

space on your memory card. 

 

Shoot in the field for longer, with the optional screw-on battery that extends recording time to two 

hours and 45 minutes. The unit also has a USB port for constant USB power. 

 

Wi-Fi control and connectivity 

The HX-A1’s Wi-Fi capability allows the shooting angle to be monitored and adjusted via smartphone 

or tablet. Adventure footage can be shared on the spot. Using the Panasonic Image App, footage 

can be viewed and uploaded immediately on favourite sites such as Facebook or YouTube.   

 

The HX-A1 can be used in ‘Wireless Twin Camera’ mode with a Panasonic WX970, VX870, V770 or 

W570 camcorder. This allows simultaneously recorded footage of the same scene to be combined 

so one video is shown as the main picture and a different angle is shown in a sub-window. This could 

be useful for filming training demonstrations such as cooking, with the main image showing the 

trainer, and a head-mounted HX-A1 showing a finer point of view such as hands chopping or food 

cooking.  

 

The HX-A1 can also be used as a webcam when connected to a computer via USB. 
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Versatile accessories 

Panasonic is releasing a wide range of bundled and optional accessories with the HX-A1, allowing 

adventurers to record their stories from a number of unique perspectives. 

 

 Bundled Accessories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Optional Accessories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multi Mount（VW-MKA1） 

Attaches to goggles, shoulder bags, 

or helmets. 

Tripod Mount (VW-CTA1) 

Secures the camera to a tripod. 

 

Infrared (IR) Light 
 

 

Normal Light 

① ② 

Twin Mount (VW-TMA1) 

Attaches to the HX-A1 and your own 

IR light for shooting in the dark. Two 

HX-A1s can be attached facing in 

opposite directions to capture the 

action all around you. 

②  ①  
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Extended Battery (VW-BTA1) 

Enables approximately 2 hours and 45  

Minutes of continuous recording at 1920 

x 1080 pixel / 30p).   

It is conveniently lightweight and 

waterproof without a housing case. (IPX8 

compliant) 

Strap Adaptor (VW-SAA1) 

Attaches the camera to a strap or  

carabiner. 

Clip Mount (VW-CLA100)  

Clips to a cap visor or similar surface. 

Head Mount (VW-HMA1)  

The camera can be mounted on either 

side of your head. 

Suction Cup Mount (VW-SCA100) 

Attaches to flat surfaces such as 

boat decks. 

Extended battery (VW-BTA1)  

Enables around 2 hours and 45 minutes 

of continuous recording (at 1920 x 1080 

pixel/30p). Conveniently lightweight and 

waterproof without the need for a housing. 
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HX-A1 Specifications 

SENSOR SECTION   

Image Sensor 1/3" MOS Sensor 

Total Pixels 3.54 megapixels 

Effective Pixels 
Motion Image 

2.87 megapixels [16:9] (Shooting Mode: Normal shooting mode, Pixels / Frame rate: 
1920x1080/30p, Angle of view: Wide)  

Still Image 2.66 megapixels [16:9] (Shooting Mode: Picture Recording Mode, Angle of view: Wide)  

LENS SECTION   

Lens Brand Panasonic Lens 

F Value F2.8 

Zoom - 

Focal Length 2.6mm 

Angle of View 

Approx. 150˚ (Shooting Mode: Normal shooting mode, Pixels / Frame rate: 

1920x1080/30p, Angle of view: Wide) 

Approx. 120˚ (Shooting Mode: Normal shooting mode, Pixels / Frame rate: 

1920x1080/30p, Angle of view: Standard) 

Minimum focus distance Approx. 30cm 

Video Camera Mount (For Handle 

bar) (RP-CMC10) 

Attaches to bicycle handlebars. 

Wind Jammer (VW-WJA100) 

Reduces wind noise on the 

microphone. 

 

 

Multi Belt (VW-MBA100) 

Worn across a shoulder or strapped to 

a backpack. Can be used with a mobile 

charger for longer recording. 
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CAMERA SECTION   

Minimum Illumination 6 lx 

Image Stabilizer - 

Focus Fixed-focus 

White Balance Auto /White Set/Sunny/Cloudy/ Indoor1 / Indoor2 (TTL system) 

Shutter Speed 1/30-1/12000 

Iris - 

RECORDING SECTION   

Media (Motion / Still Image) 
micro SD(1GB/2GB) , micro SDHC(4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB), 

microSDXC(48GB/64GB/128GB) (Removable) 

Recording Format MPEG-4 AVC file format compliant(.MP4) 

Compression MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 

Recording Mode 

[Normal Recording Mode] 

1920x1080/30p (Average 15Mbps / VBR) 

1280x720/60p (Average 15Mbps / VBR) 

1280x720/30p (Average 9Mbps / VBR) 

848x480/30p (Average 4.5Mbps / VBR) 

[Slow Motion Mode] 

1280x720/60fps/30p (Average 9Mbps / VBR) 

848x480/120fps/30p (Average 4.5Mbps / VBR) 

Audio Compression AAC  

Wind Cut YES 

STILL IMAGE SECTION   

Recording Format JPEG (Design rule for camera File system,based on Exit 2.2 standard) 

Recording Image Size (Still Images) ［16：9］ 2.7Ｍ 2176ｘ1224 , 2.1Ｍ 1920ｘ1080 

Intermitting Recording Yes (5 sec, 10 sec, 30 sec, 60sec) 

Shutter Speed (when manual mode) 1/15～1/12000 

SYSTEM SECTION   

Power Supply When using Built-in Battery:3.7V /When using DC-input(Extended Battery): 5.0V 

Power Consumption 
 Max. 1.3W  (Built-in Battery, Recording), 1.4W (Extended Battery, Recording) /  

2.1W (Charging) 

Weight 
Without microSD Card Approx. 45g(0.099lb)  

With microSD Card Approx. 45g(0.099lb)  

Dimensions (W x H x D) Approx.φ26.0 x 26.0 x 83.1mm(1.02 x 1.02x 3.27 inch) 

LCD Monitor - 

WiFi YES 

Interface 

HDMI - 

Microphone Monaural 

Speaker Buzzer 

USB Hi-Speed USB(USB 2.0),USB terminal Type Micro B 

OTHERS   

Tough Design 

Waterproof /Dustproof  IP68(IEC 60529) 

Freezeproof   -10℃ / -14°f 

Shockproof  1.5 m / 5 ft (MIL-STD810F Method 516.5-Shock compliant) 

Night Mode YES 
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RELEASED BY PANASONIC AUSTRALIA 

Media Enquiries 
Shona Hannon    Andrew Kingsford-Smith or Alex Mackrell  
(Panasonic Australia)                   (Porter Novelli)                  
(02) 9491 7629    (02) 8987 2100 
shona.hannon@au.panasonic.com akingsford-smith@porternovelli.com.au  

amackrell@porternovelli.com.au 
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